You don’t necessarily need to present your work in the same order seen here!
------------9”---------------------9”----------

TYPE
SPECIMEN
BOOK

colophon

front cover

Title + Cover Art
If cool, people will open the book.
Design may wrap around to back
cover or be separate. If printing,
don’t forget spine design.

title page

Colophon + Title
Can be on single or muliple spreads. Often paired toigether, but not
mandatory. Write your own colophon, or paraphrase from multiple book
sources! Make it interesting and applicable! White space is your friend,
but make even this mundane text interesting to read. No page numbers
yet, but master page elements may begin to appear.

table of contents

Table of Contents
Can be on single or muliple spreads.This needs to be designed and not
just thrown in there! The textbook links offer many examples of creative
TOCs. Dot leaders are a fundamental inclusion here, found in the Tabs
Panel of InDesign. This spread may include acknowledgements to school,
classmates, influences, artsits, etc. Also, dedications are may appear
somewhere near the beginning of a book.

bitmapped letters

Bitmapped Letterforms

1
outstanding PVs

international fair

2

International Fair

3
text heavy spread

4

Most everyone did well with this! Showcase your work in a nice layout. Include both hand drawn and digital versions. Talk about how you
designed your own font based on a deliberate pixelated heritage. Page
numbering generally begins to be counted from here. (They need not
appear on every page.)

Contest posters may be laid out separately or together, as in a series. Brief
description of PV relationship to International Fair design process, using
same text. Design/technical challenges working to output two different
sizes, (i.e. enough rez for big size); how campus community voted for winner, how poster corresponds to annual event, your chosen theme, etc.

Text Heavy Spread

5

You will need two pages to layout approximately 700 words. Use given
text or copy/paste your own on subjects of typography (Wiki). Use entire
pieces of of literature; don’t just truncate a sentence when you reach
minumum requirement. Employ Baseline Grid in InDesign to create
matrix-like relationship between all text elements.

Type Samples
type samples

Pictures you have taken yourself of type treatments both great and small
that caught your eye as your awreness of type as an art form increased
throught the semester! This may include things wonderful or terrible,
including ‘type crimes.’ (approx. 15 images is acceptable)

quote interpretation

Quote Interpretation

6

7

love affair font

8

Love Affair Font

9

off-centre

10

coyote oaks wine label

13

long list

calendar grid

14

Real event, not just a class assignment. Poster and postcard, displayed in
proportion, is enough, or just the poster alone. Talk about collaboration
between classes, challenges of design, how VPA faculty voted for design.
May be grouped with other contests.

Coyote Oaks Wine Label
Show both your solutions, image and text, include the back. write something about it being an off-campus competition, the five finalist’s designs
all being retained for potential commercial use with subsequent harvests.
The propriator spoke to you directly and you interpreted her needs with a
creative solution.

Long List/Calendar Grid

15
back cover

It’s a sample page of a font you love, showing representative range of size
and style in a fanciful layout. Reminiscent of a time when print shops
needed physical metal cast type in each size they used, sometimes creating broadsides to hang on the wall to showcase their capabilities. Content
should have some appropriateness to typography, poetry, art, design, etc!

Off-Centre Poster, Postcard, Program Contest

11

12

These can be so beautiful! Take your time and make even something
simple a celebration of typographic form! Use one page or a whole
spread, your choice! Cite your source! Reproduce quote in plain text as
design option or legibility necessity, depending on your bent.

Show one or both, depending if you think it is strong enough to be
included. some of you did very well with Long Lists, some not so much!
Calendar Grids we haven’t seen yet, so a judgement will need to be made:
what to leave in, what to ake out! Include a description. Make it make
sense to an objective observer!

Back Cover Art
If cool, people will open the book.
Design may wrap around from
front cover or be separate. If
printing, don’t forget spine design.

